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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the admission control policies proposed for Cross-Protect routers in Flow-Aware Networks (FAN) are compared. A Multilayer FAN (MFAN) architecture defines policies to decide which flows are more suitable to be transmitted through the optical layer in case of congestion. In this work, we evaluate how to include the information of such policies in the admission control process. As a result of the analysis, a new admission control strategy is proposed. This solution inherits the advantages from already established admission control proposals while ensuring fast acceptance times of new streaming flows.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Flow-Aware Networking (FAN) is a novel approach to assure QoS in current IP networks [1]. Up to now, admission control policies [2][3] as well as multi-layer interoperability methods [4] have been proposed for FAN. Multi-layer FAN proposes a new flow classification algorithm to detect which flows are sent using the optical layer, when the IP layer cannot accept any more incoming flows. In this paper, we analyze and compare the proposed admission control policies for the Cross-Protect routers under the ordinary FAN architecture and we include the policies defined in MFAN into the admission control mechanisms proposed in the literature.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the background for the FAN architecture, it presents MFAN solution and the admission control strategies proposed for FAN, which are, consequently analyzed, evaluated and compared in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. FLOW-AWARE NETWORKING
FAN seeks two main objectives: to minimize the delay and losses of streaming flows and to assure some minimum bandwidth to the elastic flows. FAN implicitly classifies the incoming flows as elastic or streaming flows, thus, it does not require any packet marking. A flow, whose rate is under the minimum bandwidth assured, is considered as a streaming flow. On the other hand, the flows which are transmitting at a higher bit rate than this minimum bandwidth are considered as elastic flows.

To assure a minimum rate to the flows, it is mandatory to add an admission control mechanism in order to avoid congestion. The tag of each flow that is accepted by the router is stored in the Protected Flow List (PFL). When a packet arrives, FAN checks if this packet belongs to one of the flows already signed on the PFL. If the flow is found, the packet is served. Otherwise, the flow is new and the admission control mechanism checks if the Priority Load (PL) is lower than ThPL and if the Fair Rate (FR) is greater than ThFR. PL computes the load at the FAN queue due to the streaming flows and FR is an estimation of the available bandwidth. If the load of the streaming flows is small (PL < ThPL) and there is enough available bandwidth (FR > ThFR), FAN can accept the new incoming flow. Otherwise, the temporal congestion is observed and the packet is dropped.

Finally, in order to give priority to the streaming flows, rather than the elastic flows, FAN has defined two queuing algorithms: Priority Fair Queuing (PFQ) [5] and Priority Deficit Round Robin (PDRR) [6]. The behaviour of both algorithms is similar, but they have differences in the algorithm complexity [6]. In this work, the PFQ algorithm is used. PFQ has a PIFO queue with a priority and a non-priority area. The packets of the streaming flows are located at the priority area of the queue, while the elastic flows use the non-priority area. Thanks to this queuing algorithm, FAN gives priority to the streaming flows.

2.1 Multilayer FAN
Flow-Aware Networking (FAN) is defined to provide QoS at the IP layer, but it was not defined to operate over Intelligent Optical Networks (ION). This is the reason why Multi-layer Flow-Aware Networking (MFAN) is defined to extend FAN to IP over WDM architectures [4]. MFAN assumes that the QoS at the IP layer is provided solely by FAN. However, when the FAN queue is congested, MFAN can use the additional resources of the underlying optical layer. An MFAN node is defined as a router which is able to transmit the traffic at the IP layer using FAN, but it can also send traffic using these optical resources.
MFAN defines three policies to select which flows are the most suitable ones to be transmitted using the optical layer. The first policy is called the “Newest-flow” policy. Once a packet is rejected at the FAN system in the IP layer, MFAN tests if the optical resources can accept more traffic demands and, if so, it transmits the new packet using the optical queue. To check if there are resources at the optical queue MFAN checks if the queue occupation level is over a threshold called $OTh$. This policy does not use any information about the flows from the original IP-layer FAN. On the other hand, the “Most-active-flow” policy selects the flow that is transmitting at the highest bit rate and it is switched over the optical queue, while the new flow is accepted at the primary FAN queue. The “Oldest-flow” policy works similarly to “Most-active-flow” policy, but the flow which has been active for a longer period of time is selected for optical switching.

2.2 Admission control policies for FAN

There are three congestion control mechanisms proposed for FAN [2][3]: Enhanced Flushing Mechanism (EFM), Remove Active Elastic Flows (RAEF) and Remove and Block Active Elastic Flows (RBAEF). These mechanisms work based on total or partial cleaning of the PFL content when the congestion state is observed. It removes congestion in a link for a short period of time and gives the possibility for new flows to be accepted in a router.

The EFM algorithm identifies all elastic flows to be removed from the PFL, when there is congestion. An example of the operation of EFM algorithm is shown in Figure 1. EFM has a parameter denoted $pfl\_flushing\_timer$ that defines the minimum period between two PFL flushing actions. This parameter allows detecting if the congestion has been reduced, thanks to the flushing process.

![Figure 1. The operation principle of EFM.](image)

For instance, the dialling time for international calls should not be greater than 11 seconds for the 95% of the calls, while for local calls this should not exceed 6 seconds [7]. In light of the previous results [2][3], these mechanisms ensure fast acceptance times of new streaming flows.

The congestion control mechanisms have one important drawback. The number of accepted flows in the PFL right after a flushing procedure can be too high. However, the number of elastic flows, whose identifiers (IDs) are removed from the PFL during the flushing action may be reduced by using the MFAN-based policies as we will see in the next section.

3. SIMULATION ANALYSIS

The scenario to carry out the simulations is a simple network with one source node, one FAN link and one destination node simulated using ns-2. In such a topology, it is possible to observe the acceptance times of new flows and the number of elastic flows accepted in a link. The arrival process distribution for the elastic and streaming flows is exponential. We decided to provide the traffic pattern with Pareto distribution for calculating the volume of traffic to be sent by each of 200 elastic flows in the FAN link with capacity equal to 100 Mbps. This rate overloads the FAN’s queue, thus triggering the admission control mechanisms. The duration of each simulation run is set to 250 s. The fair rate threshold ($Th_{FR}$) is set to 5% and $Th_{PL}$ equals to 70%.

Firstly, we simulate the performance of the system when EFM mechanism is used at the FAN queue (Table 1). In this case, the streaming flows are accepted very quickly (1.43 s), but the number of elastic flows accepted in a link. The arrival process distribution for the elastic and streaming flows is exponential. We decided to provide the traffic pattern with Pareto distribution for calculating the volume of traffic to be sent by each of 200 elastic flows in the FAN link with capacity equal to 100 Mbps. This rate overloads the FAN’s queue, thus triggering the admission control mechanisms. The duration of each simulation run is set to 250 s. The fair rate threshold ($Th_{FR}$) is set to 5% and $Th_{PL}$ equals to 70%.

Firstly, we simulate the performance of the system when EFM mechanism is used at the FAN queue (Table 1). In this case, the streaming flows are accepted very quickly (1.43 s), but the number of elastic flows accepted after a flushing is too high. As a lot of elastic flows are accepted in a short period, the fair rate computation is not stable. Consequently, this high amount of elastic flows competes for the bandwidth and the minimum bandwidth ($Th_{FR}$) cannot be assured.

The second and third rows of Table 1 present the results of a new solution. Instead of removing all elastic flows from the PFL during the flushing (like it was in the EFM, see Figure 1), the oldest flow is removed from the PFL in congestion. The $pfl\_flushing\_timer$ is set to 1 s, which means that the minimum time period between
two consecutive flushing actions was 1 s. The second solution (third row of Table 1) deletes the identifier of the Most-active flow from the PFL. The results show very good properties of both solutions. However, there is a problem when using the described algorithms. The removed flow is not accepted again in the PFL in a short time which may increase the mean transmission time of elastic flows.

We propose to use the EFMP (EFM with Priority) to ensure quick acceptance of removed flows from the PFL while ensuring all advantages of the mechanism described previously. In this solution, the identifier of the removed flow is written into a Priority Access Flow List (PAFL) for a short period of time (in our analysis it is set to 1 s). If there is any identifier in the PAFL, the flows whose IDs are not in the PAFL are accepted with small probability (experimentally calculated as 0.03). On the other hand, the flows whose IDs are in the PAFL are accepted without limitations. The results in the last two rows of Table 1 show that EFMP solution gives acceptable values of all analyzed aspects in both admission control policies. It ensures fast acceptance of new streaming flows, good transmission properties of elastic flows and it is scalable.

Table 1. The properties of admission control policies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture or mechanism</th>
<th>waiting time [s]</th>
<th>No. of admitted flows</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| EFM (5s)                   | 1.43±0.91        | 160.43±10.91          | quick acceptance of streaming flows  
low cost | instability of fair rate  
high number of accepted flows |
| EFM (1s, oldest flow)     | 3.55±0.53        | 23.55±0.62            | quick acceptance of streaming flows  
low cost | fair rate assurance  
low number of accepted flows |
| EFM (1s, most active flow) | 3.68±0.45        | 23.13±0.45            | quick acceptance of streaming flows  
low cost  
fair rate assurance  
low number of accepted flows | removed flow may not be accepted again |
| EFMP (1s, oldest flow)    | 4.73±1.06        | 23.48±0.56            | quick acceptance of streaming flows  
low cost  
fair rate assurance  
low number of accepted flows | none |
| EFMP (1s, most active flow)| 3.86±0.80        | 24.26±0.64            | quick acceptance of streaming flows  
low cost  
fair rate assurance  
low number of accepted flows  
quick acceptance of removed flows | none |

Fig. 2 shows the mean waiting time and the number of admitted flows after a flushing procedure with respect to the \texttt{pfl\_flushing\_timer} parameter. The 95\% confidence intervals are calculated using the Student’s t-distribution. Satisfactory results can be obtained when the parameter is set to 1 s (mean waiting time less than 6 s). If the parameter value is decreased, the waiting time can be reduced even more, but it is not required and it increases the computational power required for the router.

![Figure 2](image1.png)

\textbf{(a) Waiting time.}  \textbf{(b) Number of elastic flows in the PFL.}  
\textit{Figure 2. Acceptance times of streaming flows and the number of accepted elastic flows in FAN with EFMP.}
4. CONCLUSIONS

There are numerous admission control policy proposals for the FAN routers. This paper surveys and assesses them with regards to the mean waiting time for streaming flows that is achieved by each, and to the number of flows that are admitted on a link after the accepting procedure for the streaming flows occurs. The outcome shows that the EFMP method produces short waiting times (less than 5 s) while being scalable and allowing a fast acceptance of the removed flows from the PFL.

As future work we will evaluate the performance of admission control mechanisms not only in single-layer scenarios, but also in multi-layer architectures. In this situation, we will study how it is possible to coordinate the mechanisms proposed in the MFAN solution and the admission control mechanisms.
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